
 
 

 

 

SSHL LEVELS OF PLAY 

Division A:  

This division is for top players who have competed Pro, Junior, College and top amateur levels.  

This is an open division.  

 

Division B:  

This division is a step down from A-Division, but still very skilled.  Players may have some 

College, Pro, or Junior experience but are typically older. 

 

Division C:  

Players should not have Junior, College or Pro playing experience.  Players may have played 

youth hockey, but should not have played about the Select A/B, high school or recreational level.  

However, there may be older players that played at higher levels when they were younger, that 

are now C-Level players.  

 

Division D:  

The division is for players who have learned to play as adults.  Players may have played youth 

hockey, but should not have played above the recreational or JV high school level.  

 

Division D2:  

This division is specifically designed for players/teams that are leaving the Adult Learn-to-Play 

program and entering the SSHL.  This division is primarily made up of those who have learned 

to play hockey as adults and a few players who played recreationally as youths and are getting 

back into the game.   

 

Over 35 Division:  

This division is designed for the adult aged 35 or over, that enjoys competitive hockey.  It is an 

open division, but typically for the more skilled player, but welcomes all players looking to play 

with their friends who possibly are not at the same playing level in the regular SSHL divisions.   

 

A Player may be required to move up a level if he/she is deemed too skilled by the DPSC 

Management Staff.  The guidelines above will assist in determining if a player is too skilled for 

a particular level and are by no means a definitive criteria for play.  All decisions regarding 

player eligibility made by the DPSC Management Staff will be final.  

 

Players may not play in 3 different skill levels, nor may they play in a skill level that is more 

than one level up OR down, but not both.  Even though the skill level of the participating 

players may differ from league to league, the SSHL will treat all leagues as equal.   

 

 

 
 


